
Bruce's Casino 
l I6 S.Main St. Phone: 760-92-2658 

FAX: 

9 m  

The game played at Bruce's Casino is Texas Hold 'em 
The game of Texas Hold'em is played with one standard deck of cards with 52 cards and 
no jokers are used. 
The dealer (employed by Bruce's Casino) starts the game by placing the designated 
dealer button in front of the player directly in front of hirn.The player to the immediate 
left of the dealer button places and ante of one dollar on the table, the player to his left 
anted two dollars. The dealer rakes off the two dollar antes and drops it in the drop box, 
this is the total fee collected by the house for this hand. The dealer shufiles the cards and 
cuts them. He deals them one at a time clockwise from the dealer button, face down, 
until each of the four to ten players had two cards.Four is the minimum number of 
player for a game. The player to the left of the two dollar ante must call (place two 
dollars in the pot) or drop out (throw in his cards). A player can raise from two dollars 
to five dollars at each interval into1 the last card is dealt at which time he can raise up to 
ten dollars. After dealing two m d s  to each player and a betting round, the dealer flops 
three cards ( after burning one card) face up in front of himself, followed by a betting 
interval. A fourth card is then dealt face up, betting interval, a iXth card is then dealt 
face up ,then the finalbetting interval. Then the dealer tells the player remaining if the 
hand to turn their cards face up. He reads the hands and declares a winner, based on 
the lightest hand ( best five of the seven cards) and awards the pot to him. 
After each hand the dealer button rotated one player to the left (clockwise). In the event 
of a tie hand the dealer will divide the pot evenly among the winners. 
The highest hand is computed as follows: 
A straight flush beats four of a kind ,which beats a full house, which beats a straight, 
which beats three of a kind, which beats two pairs, which beats a pair, which beats and 
ace high. 
There is a twenty dollar minimum buy in, a five dollar short-buy.once only, table stakes 
only play, check and raise is allowed, string bets are not permitted ,cards thrown in 
face down are a dead hand. Verbal bet is binding and can only be retrieved if made out 
of turn. No cash money on the card table. A called hand may be seen by all players. 
Floor persons decision isfinal. 



The minimum wages in our card room is $2 and the Maximum is $5 until the last card is 
dealt. After the last card is dealt the limit becomes $10 for the last betting interval. 
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